
http://seuss.wikia.com/wiki/Whos 

Mr & Mrs Mayor, played by David Southorn and Wendy Morelli 

They are the Mayor & Mayoress of Whoville and have a daughter , Jo-Jo.  

The 'Whos are a species of microscopic beings who come in many different sizes, ranging from tall to 

small. They all live in the equally microscopic world of Whoville located in a dust speck on a flower on 

the top of Mt. Nool (or inside the snowflake on your sleeve). They are an extremely cheerful race that 

enjoys celebrations such as Christmas, where they celebrate the Whobilation (a big Christmas 

celebration) and the Who Centennial (A ceremony celebrating 100 years of peace and harmony in 

Whoville).   

 

http://seuss.wikia.com/wiki/JoJo_McDodd 

Evie Lilley & Sophie Stevens share the role of Jo-Jo, who is the daughter of Mr & Mrs Mayor of 

Whoville.   

Jojo keeps getting in trouble for having different thoughts and big ideas. The Cat in the Hat also keeps 

popping up and getting her into even more trouble. She then meets Horton, who also has problems 

because of his big ideas (And of course because he thinks there are people on a speck of dust).  
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http://seuss.wikia.com/wiki/Gertrude_McFuzz 

Emma Stratton is playing Gertrude McFuzz 

Gertrude McFuzz is an awkward, determined little bird with a one-feather tail, of which she is very 

ashamed. In order to improve her appearance, and in the process win the heart of Horton the 

Elephant, Gertrude follows the advice of Mayzie LaBird and takes special pill-berries that allow her to 

grow more feathers on her tail. Horton, in his effort to find his lost clover, overlooks Gertrude's 

affections. Her pill-berry obsession grows out of control when she sprouts too many feathers and is 

unable to fly to Horton's rescue upon his capture by hunters.  

 

 

 

 

http://seuss.wikia.com/wiki/Horton_the_Elephant 

Philip Joslin is playing the role of Horton the Elephant 

Horton is a Grey elephant with blue eyes. 

He endures a good amount of ridicule, for believing in something that no one else does.  

Horton never loses faith though, even after being roped and caged he continually insisted that the 

Whos existed, which they did.  
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http://seuss.wikia.com/wiki/The_Cat_in_the_Hat 

Gareth Edwards is Playing the role of The Cat in the Hat 

The Cat is a boastful, eccentric, but very mysterious character. He is almost always 

relaxed even when utter chaos unfolds around him.  

Despite the Cat in the Hat’s mischievous ways, he is still kind at heart. He first arrives, after all, simply 

to cheer up the children. 

 

http://seuss.wikia.com/wiki/Mayzie 

Julie Lilley is playing the part of Mayzie la Bird  

She is known to be lazy, vain and vivacious and loves making people envious of her good looks and 

talent. She is beautiful and can sometimes be a bit self obsessed and mean but knows what she can 

and can't handle in life. (Although she never admits it).  
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http://seuss.wikia.com/wiki/Wickershams 

Tim Eccleshall, David Sutherland & Colin Walker are playing the Wickershams 

The Wickershams are gangster monkeys in the Jungle of Nool who are Horton's tormentors, along 

with Vlad Vladikoff and the Sour Kangaroo. They are mean and mischeivous and like nothing more 

than teasing Horton about his speck of dust.  

 

 

 

  

http://seuss.wikia.com/wiki/Vlad_Vladikoff 

Mandy Carr is playing Vlad Vladikoff. 

Vlad Vladikoff  is a reclusive vulture mercenary who lives in a tree stump in a swamp surrounded by 

thorns. The Sour Kangaroo hires her to get rid of Horton's clover. She speaks in a thick Russian 

accent and extremely theatrical in her wickedness to the point of embarrassing herself.  
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http://seuss.wikia.com/wiki/Sour_Kangaroo 

Sue O'Neill is playing the Sour Kangaroo 

Sour Kangaroo, aka Jane Kangaroo is a busybody and creator of the jungle's laws who is skeptical 

about the existence of the Whosand Whoville on a dust speck.  

 As Horton's claims begin to drive her towards darkness, she believes that once other people start 

listening to Horton, they'll start to come to her with questions she won't be able to answer. In order to 

avoid this, she begins making deals with the Wickershams and the vulture  Vlad Vladikoff.   

 

 

 

Bird Girls 

Played by Lisa Matthews, Melanie Riseam & Cheryl Aughton-Clark 

The 3 Bird Girls appear at regular intervals with their colourful plumage and beautiful “chirping” to 

act as narrators to the story of Seussical.   
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General Genghis Khan Schmitz 

David Sutherland is playing General Schmitz 

The Mayor and his wife wonder what they should do about their daughter. 

After receiving a brochure from the Cat, they decide to send her to military school, under the 

supervision and persuasion of General Genghis Khan Schmitz , who is preparing to go to war with 

those who eat their bread butter side down .  

 

 

http://seuss.wikia.com/wiki/The_Grinch 

Michael Worthy is playing the Grinch 

The Grinch is an unpleasant "Who-hating" grouch with a wicked temper, sour attitude, depressed 

judgment, and a heart about two sizes too small , and is always out to ruin something. He comes down 

to Whoville only on holidays.   

 


